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ABSTRACT
In real word automation applications needs Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) for many controlling or observation
activities. In Zig-bee based WSN, end node sensors collect the data continuously from its’ surroundings or objects and
transfer to the sink node directly or with the help of anchor nodes (routers). Data will be accumulated from long periods
at the sink node. WSN generated data has the characteristics of volume, velocity, variety, variability, and veracity. This
kind of data characteristics is similar to big data. Localization is an important activity in the WSN applications.
Localization can give location information for the applications to provide effective services. WSN generated big data
characteristics make it difficult to process using traditional database or software techniques. To process such kind of big
data, Text Analytics, Audio/Video Analytics, Social Media Analytics and Predictive Analytics are some of the traditional
techniques. The traditional technologies have their own limitations like Hardware: Hardware performance and capacity,
Data accessing: Size of data accessing, Data computation: Data distribution and processing. In this paper, a novel
framework was proposed to overcome the limitations of traditional techniques.
Keywords: WSN= Wireless Sensor Network, GPU=Graphics Processing Unit, MPP= Massive Parallel Processing,
NoSQL= Not only SQL, vCPU=Virtual CPU

1. Introduction
Nowadays, in this digital world, everything is digitalized like automated homes, automatic ticket vending
machines, area monitoring, disaster management, online bookings, etc. Wireless sensor networks play a major
role in the automation of anything [1]. A huge amount of data will be generated from wireless sensor networks
[2], social network sites, and smart home appliances for longer terms, various organizations. Such data have to
be accumulated in the data centers and, are to be considered as big data. In WSN applications, data may be
stored at Sink node and which will be stored for longer period. In the case of flash flood prone areas, the
Emergency team will give sensors enabled smart bands (Multiple sensors embedded on it) to the people.
People may wear the smart band [3], and that will be connected to a sink node using the Zig - bee network is
given in Figure-1. Smart band continuously collects data from the human body like body temperature,
heartbeat, acceleration, etc. and transfer the collected data to the sink node. Data at the sink node will be huge
in volume, continuous in velocity, various sensor data in variety, latest data in variables. In WSN applications,
data at sink node have the characteristics of big data. If people are more in numbers, then WSN generated data
will be stored in multiple data centers in case of multiple sinks. WSN generated big data should be processed
effectively and, post processing information will be used for monitoring the people, to know their current
health status and their location information. The processed data not only used for monitoring, but also useful
for applications like localization of smart bands which will helpful for rescue team [4], efficient packet
routing, secure data communication, etc. There are increasing hopes that analysis and processing of WSN
generated big data, which will provide insights into the localization of smart bands and, that may be valuable
to both rescue teams as well as people who are in danger during the disaster. Since thousands of terabytes
(TBs) or hundreds of petabytes (PBs) of data will be accumulated at sink node and it should be processed
properly to make full use of it in the form of reports.
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Figure-1: Zigbee Protocol based WSN
There is a need for a new type of technologies for processing of big data [5] and, those technologies
should be different from the traditional technologies. In this paper, proposed a new framework, which consists
the following technologies like improved hardware performance and capacity, reduced size of data for parallel
processing, distributed computing techniques [6] for effective and efficient data processing. The proposed
framework can give ultimate solutions for processing of WSN generated big data and provide useful reports
than the existing techniques. Reports may be useful to improve the accuracy of target nodes in the WSN
localization process.
2. The Problem Statement
Proposed “A Novel Framework for Effective Processing of WSN Generated Big Data” which consists of
technologies like improved hardware performance and capacity, reduced size of data accessed in parallel
processing, distributing the data and parallel processing techniques for effective and efficient data processing.
3. Methodology
The design of the proposed research problem is based on the limitations of the traditional data processing
technologies such as the limited processing capacity of the hardware, the capacity of data access mechanisms
and distributed data computation techniques. In this research work, solutions for limitations of the existing or
traditional data processing techniques are discussed. The proposed framework is represented in Fig 2.
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Figure-2: proposed framework architecture
3.1
Problem: Hardware Performance and Capacity
Hardware performance is very poor in the processing of big data [7] like WSN applications generated data.
Limited processing and storage memory resources are available to process and a store huge amount of data
generated by continuous monitoring applications of WSN. For these challenges, improved hardware
performance and capacity techniques have been introduced.
Solution: Improved Hardware Performance and Capacity, this technique will give directions to hardware
developers to use a number of and faster CPU’s cores (requires parallel operations to take advantage of multicore CPU’s), increase disk capacity, and data transfer throughput, increased network throughput for
processing of WSN generated big data.
Example:
3.1.1 GPU (Graphics Processing Unit): Which has low cost and massively parallel processing power [8];
Due to these characteristics, it is getting importance in HPC (High-Performance Computing). It is physically
[9] small to fit inside a desktop machine and is massively parallel as a small scale supercomputer, capable of
handling up to thousands of threads in parallel [10] which makes it the maximum exponent of parallel
computing.
3.1.2 MPP (Massively Parallel Processing): MPP extends the capabilities of RDBMS-based [11] data
warehouses and can store, process petabytes of structured data. MPP spreads data over a number of
independent servers, or nodes, in a manner transparent to those using the WSN application generated the
database. With modern multi-core CPUs, MPP techniques can be configured to treat each core as a node and
run tasks in parallel on a single server. By distributing data across nodes and running database operations
across those nodes in parallel, MPP techniques are able to provide fast performance even when handling very
large data stores.
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3.2
Problem: Size of data accessing
To process the big data, some data must be accessed into RAM. In the case of big data, logical connections
will be more among segments of data while processing. Logical links may create data inconsistency problems
during its report generation.
Solution: Reduced the size of data accessed
Data comparison and data structures of the user application design, limit the amount of data required for
queries.
Example:
3.2.1 No SQL or Bitmaps
Not only SQL (NoSQL) databases [12] overcomes the constraints of a traditional RDBMS to deliver higher
performance and scalability by introducing a column-oriented database in which the data is stored by
columns, and, when possible, turned into bitmaps or compressed in other ways to reduce the amount of data
stored. Compressing columns reduced the data to be stored; the combination of compressed data and
retrieving only the requested columns speeds query performance by reducing the amount of I/O required and
increasing the amount of query data that can reside in memory. NoSQL databases [13] can extend the
capabilities of Hadoop clusters by providing low-latency object retrieval functionality. WSN generated big
data should be stored in multiple data centers using NoSQL databases. Examples of NoSQL databases include
Key – Value systems, columnar systems, Document Databases, Graph Database systems.
3.3
Problem: Data Distribution and Processing
In general, WSN generated data will be distributed and processed in a traditional manner. If the data is huge in
size, the traditional methods will not useful for data distribution and processing in a systematic manner.
Solution: Distributing the data and Parallel Processing
Putting data into more disks is to parallelize disk i/o, put slices of data on separate computing nodes that can
work on these smaller slices in parallel, use, massively distributed architectures with emphasis on fault
tolerance and performance monitoring with high-throughput networks to improve data transfer between nodes.
Example:
3.3.1 Hadoop is a distributed, scalable, Java-based file system [14] that provides a storage layer for large
volumes of unstructured data. Hadoop is comprised of Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and the Map
Reduce model. WSN application data can be processed with this tool.
3.3.2 Map Reduce is a software framework [15] that simplifies the development and execution of highly
parallel applications. The Map function divides a query into multiple parts and processes data [16] at the node
level. The Reduce function aggregates Map results to determine the answer to the query. With its distributed,
parallel processing capabilities, a Hadoop cluster can rapidly ingest, store, and process petabytes of polystructured data [17]. Hadoop software coordinates local storage and computation across tens, hundreds, or
even thousands of data centers (servers). Each server stores and processes a subset of the data. Since
applications execute in parallel, performance and capacity scale with each server added to the cluster.
3.3.4 Virtual Processors and virtual cluster machines
3.3.4.1 Virtual Processors: A virtual CPU (vCPU) also known as a virtual processor [18]. vCPU is a physical
central processing unit (CPU) that is assigned to a virtual machine (VM). Virtual machines are allocated one
vCPU each. Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) is a program that enables distributed computing among
networked [19] computers on different platforms so that they can perform as a single, large unit for the
computer-intensive application. PVM has been used as an educational tool to teach parallel programming.
3.3.4.2 Virtual Cluster Machines: Clustering is an effective technique for ensuring high availability. It’s
even more effective, flexible and cost-efficient when combined with virtualization technology. Virtual clusters
are built with virtual machines (VMs) installed on distributed servers from one or more physical cluster. The
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VMs in a virtual cluster are interconnected logically by a virtual network across several physical networks.
Virtual clusters are formed with physical machines or a VM hosted by multiple physical clusters [20]. The
purpose of using VMs is to consolidate multiple functionalities on the same server [21]. This will greatly
enhance server utilization and application flexibility. We can also distribute the template VM to several
physical hosts in the cluster to customize VMs.
4. Conclusion and Future work
WSN application generated big data will be processed effectively by the proposed framework, which supports
multiple technologies at a time. This framework consists of various advanced big data processing techniques
which will solutions to the limitations of the existing techniques. With this framework, utilization of the basic
hardware resources in the organization is improved, the speed of data processing higher than the existing
techniques and advanced distributed computing introduced systematically. Finally, Processing of data at the
sink node in Zig-bee based networks will more useful to perform localization process effectively and
efficiently in WSN.
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